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Wolters Kluwer 
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Wolters Kluwer provides a platform for the yearly preparation of a 
tax provision and a Tax Return called CCH Integrator. The front-
end of the platform is quite dated but the system remains important 
and useful to the business and their clients. 


The research and prototype work have been done by previous 
designers but the proposed design outcomes did not answer the 
client’s brief. 


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

Worked in pair with our design principle, we dissected the research 
findings, proposed a new flow and interfaces. I continued to lead 
the project for another four months to lead and complete the 
complex system ready for development. 


I enhanced the user experience by uplifting the user interface and 
flow, removing usability flaws to optimise the user’s efficiency whilst 
maintaining the accuracy of the system’s functionality and the 
business processes. 


UPDATE

“Using the wireframes you created last year, development has 
made significant progress, which enabled us to onboard customers 
to Alpha testing earlier this month. The team also did a live 
demonstration of the new UI to 8 customers earlier this week at a 
customer roundtable session. The feedback has been 
overwhelmingly positive!” - WK client

 System design - CCH Integrator Tax Accounting 



Australia Post
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Australia Post LPOs have been ordering products using a non-
visual list using SAP platform. The users of this platform must use 
the psychical catalogue to cross-reference their order. The current 
flow to place orders was long and convoluted.


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

I led the uplift and optimisation of the stocks ordering platform for 
LPOs by making the flow of ordering products easy and accessible. 
Instead of referencing through paper catalogues, the LPOs can now 
browse the products they wanted to order through the clickable 
catalogue, and place the order directly via the catalogue or 
products’ page. Bulk ordering features, shipping information by 
different providers along with images, product information and 
detailed pricing information are made available to help the store 
owner to make informed decision.


UPDATE

This ordering system has been launched in Oct2021. Stocks 
ordering were successfully made by the LPOs. 


 System design - LPO Store Order



Racing.com
PROBLEM STATEMENT

A bunch of new functionality was designed for racing.com website 
to get more engagement from the punters.


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

Paired with OVO’s principal designer we conducted usability 
evaluations with 13 punters to validate the proposed functionalities. 
Findings were then grouped and proposed for iteration 
prioritisation.


UPDATE

Insights were positively accepted to help drive the product’s 
enhancements. 

Usability evaluation & features prioritisation

http://racing.com
http://racing.com


PROBLEM STATEMENT

TfNSW is going through a UX transformation. However, their UX 
maturity and capability across the organisation are unknown. 


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

Strategise and plan best approach to measure and plan the 
capability and competency’s path for the organisation including 
both designers and non-designers. The aim is to uplift their UX 
maturity hence, being confident to adapt and apply the HCD 
approaches for their IT projects using hands-on workshops or up-
skilling their employees through the LMS - online courses. 


UX Capability Building Plan

TfNSW



PROBLEM STATEMENT

The data and analytics suggest that the enrolment funnel 
experiencing drop off from the prospects. The organisation was 
reluctant to simply patch the enrolment journey and product page 
with solutions. Instead, to reimagine the enrolment funnel the 
organisation was interested to understand why conversion was low 
at the product page and what drives the prospects for not 
completing their enrolment process. 


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

Armed with the data and analytics gathered internally, I worked 
collaboratively with CX, CRM and my own Enrol/Study delivery 
team. I led the project by strategising and planning one key user 
research “Tell us your story” that would allow the team to conduct a 
set of continuous discovery. This key user research was intended to 
understand the psychology factors of the prospects’ pains and 
needs. Key personas were segmented and interviewed to help 
assess the enrolment experience journey. 


I orchestrated the continuous discovery proposing the organisation 
to fully utilise their NPS, marketing initiatives and and social media 
pages. 


UPDATE

The research informed valuable insights helping the organisation 
organisation to define and refine not only for the enrolment but 
other key micro moments in OUA’s website and Student Hub for 
improvements.


Enrolment experience reimagine

Open Universities 
Australia 



UX uplift for Workday system self serve 
and technology as enablement.

NBN HR Tech and 
Services

From Feb 2019 - Jan2021



EW Automation
PROBLEM STATEMENT

The current onboarding, change details and ending EWs contract (external workers) processes at 
nbn is manual and not integrated into Workday application. This creates problems such as; 
managers not being aware who their new EWs; creating downstream problems like confusion and 
delays from access requests to approving leaves and rolling off or termination of a contract.


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

I led the design process from discovery research, integration and interaction flow ideation to 
implementation in order to redefine the existing journey of onboarding EWs, change details and 
ending the contract of EWs for People Central, SEO Shared Services, Matrix Manager (SEO and 
non-SEO). 


The proposed journey for managers was prototyped and built using Workday Cloud Platform 
capability. 



EW-Automation User Journey



EW-Automation Whiteboarding Co-design Activity



EW-Automation (Cloud) Wireframe



EW-Automation Final



Manager Experience Research
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Workday HR system homepage consists of quick entry call to action buttons. Besides the self-
serve benefit built for nbn's employees to access their leave, learning videos, inbox to approve 
requests and many other capabilities offered by Workday; the user experience of the homepage 
was poor. Many managers complain that the CTAs are not self-explanatory, resulting in confusing 
navigations and overlapped information. 


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

I conducted managers focused research on validating the problems. This holistic research has 
informed the stakeholders and delivery team on the direction of the critical initiative 
enhancements (from 2018-2021) for the benefits of nbn's employees. 




Verbatims

Insights

NBN Leadership Experience Map  -  Current State    07-05-2019 - V1 Leader Interviews = 41 Executive General Managers = 5 General Managers = 12 Executive Managers = 13 People Leaders = 11

 Highlighting recurring 
customer problems, 
identifying a point of 

saturation in the 
research.

Sub Phases

Phases

Saturation of feedback, overwhleming responces, possible 
NBN focus point. Opportunity to improve Leadership experience.

“This Leadership Experience Map was developed as part of an in-depth experience design research with nbn Leaders in 
early 2019 by Damian Da Silva in HR Tech Experience, People & Culture. For more information, please contact 
Damian Da Silva or Therese Levi. For information about Experience Maps, contact Ulla Yip, Experience Design Practice.”

People Leader - 9C 
“My recruitment and interview phase was 

horrific, I wasn’t invited to my own 
interview process and when they finally 
fixed that, people in the interview were 
coming in and out during the interview.” 

Executive Manager - 10C
“I found that there was a bit of a chasm in 
regards to accessing learning of certain 

areas when I first started. I had to muddle 
my way through stuff like approving 

expenses even though they're simple 
tasks. I also wanted to understand what 

WD meant to me as a People Leader and 
was surprised by the lack of information 

there was.” 

Executive Manager - 10C
“I was a little lucky as I had some 

experience in Leadership but I do wonder 
how new Leaders navigate through it all. 
There just isn't one clear pathway for a 
Leader to follow. Where's the process, 

where’s the access, you should read this, 
watch this, attend this session.” 

Executive Manager - 6C
“I found the transition, induction was 
pretty seamless for me. I had initially 

spoken to my manager about  
expectations however the overall 

leadership framework was never really 
discussed.” 

Executive Manager - 24F
“Managing poor performers is a difficult 
one. I wish there was a QRG for how to 

manage poor performers. More coaching 
for this, understanding the law, what do I 
need to know to protect NBN. You only 

know this when you’re drip 
fed by your HRBP.”

General Manager - 3D
“Really good, I’ve done quite a fair bit of 

recruitment, it helps working with the 
same recruitment staff such as Natasha, 
a total of 7. Admin was fine for getting 

them in the door, engagement throughout 
all our HR IT systems have all been good. 
The supplied on boarding checklist from 

HR was really good they sent it to 
me unprompted.” 

General Manager - 3E
“On the whole I think probation is ok. I 
had a member of my team slip through 
the cracks and faked it until he didn’t 

make it so to speak. However the 
problems only seemed to surface post 

the three month probation.” 

General Manager - 3G
“As a Leader I like seeing Leaders 

underneath me develop, stepping up 
from a D2 to a D1 role and then seeing 

them lift their performance. It’s about 
them being the best versions of 

themselves.” 

Executive Manager - 5H
“My 1:1's are my best part, touching 

base with my staff. ” 

Executive Manager - 6H
“I have regular meetings, keeping people 

on track, reporting on their success, 
ongoing development discussions that's 

what I enjoy.” 

Executive Manager - 6H
“The 1:1’s and check-ins, building that 

view of what is going on around the traps 
with my team. I reap the most reward 

from that, learning and getting a sense of 
what is going on.” 

People Leader - 7H
“The diversity of the team is the best part. 

The different people and challenges 
there’s never a dull moment. As there's 

quite a large diversity of nationalities there 
are so many different stories.” 

Executive Manager - 5G
“I love to see my staff succeed, if they are 

happy and successful then I am 
successful. ” 

General Manager - 22L
“Skip meetings are really important  
because people see the real and 

authentic you. How to improve the how 
and the what to focus on” 

Executive Manager - 12W
“More transparency, more fearlessness or 

quicker responses to issues, these are 
the values I look for.” 

General Manager- 13W
“Someone who wants to teach me, wants 

me to grow and is also wanting to 
continue to grow themselves.” 

General Manager- 14W
“Someone who values me, has clear 

direction and involves me. Someone who 
is consistent. Actions what they say, is 
disciplined and structured. Values their 

own development. A Leader that is willing 
to back and support you.” 

Executive Manager- 18W
“Being open, honest, being clear and 

concise but also having the opportunity to 
build rapport, if you’re going to toe the line 
as a Leader do it consistently across all of 
your people. You then don't run the risk of 

having favourites.” 

Executive Manager- 19W
“Competent, capable, a willingness to be 

vulnerable and appreciation for the 
teams differences. ” 

Executive Manager - 31L
“Be a supportive and an autonomous 
Leader, you’re only as good as that of 

your team.” 

People Leader - 9Y
“The most important thing to be a 
successful Leader, you need to 

understand the organisational processes 
and who the decision makers are.” 

General Manager- 15Y
“Get to know your team.” 

Executive Manager- 15Y
“Do the courses that are offered to you.” 

Executive Manager- 15Y
“Develop the art of listening. It’s about 
supporting your team, you’ve got your 
stuff to deliver don’t deliver your teams 

stuff as well.” 

General Manager - 25Y
“Understand your stakeholders, 

influences, build bridges and 
relationships, it will buy you a lot of space. 
Never settle for second best in your team. 

Go for the talent, don’t stop if you don’t 
find it at first. ” 

People Leader - 5G
“What motivates me are the day to day 

challenges, giving the team a voice 
especially the younger grads, looking at 

improving the process of the team 
dynamics and learning 

new technologies. ” 

Executive Manager - 4P
“I'm ok with automation as long as it is 
communicated effectively, for example 

Snap shots, four of my team had no idea 
of what it was when it first came out, 

email isn't enough, there should be wider 
comms and well planned so that the 

messages gets through.” 

Executive Manager - 6P
“It has a purpose and a place, there’s a 
lot of stuff that we could automate. Just 
remember that emails and SMS start 

wars but conversations finish them. But 
let’s definitely automate the day to day 

stuff for sure.” 

People Leader - 8P
“I think automation is extremely helpful. 
There's a lot of things that can be done 
that doesn’t need human interaction.” 

People Leader - 11P
“No problem, automation is the right way 
of doing things. However, ensure that you 
understand the process from beginning 

to end. Then understand the problem and 
see the outer impacts. Automation can 
only replicate a repetitive task and if it 

breaks the process then it 
creates confusion.” 

Executive Manger - 10H
“For me it’s more around the people. I'm 

not a techo and I leave that up to the 
experts, I’m more about what do you 

need my help with? Call me if something 
needs to be escalated. Removing 

barriers. Being a sound board for them.” 

General Manager - 3L
“Leadership to me is about giving my 
Leaders underneath me what they 

need to succeed.” 

People Leader - 9L
“Leadership to me is making sound 

decisions for my team that will protect and 
empower. Setting direction for the team. 
Being there for them so that they know I 

have their back. Listening. Normally 40% of 
my time is spent leading. ” 

General Manager - 26H
“Coaching, help them work through 

issues and challenges, collaborating, 
working with them to solve problems. 

Future planning and dealing with issues.” 

People Leader - 7I
“Being more efficient is actually more my 
issue. I like to get into the detail such as 

the tech. I probably put more pressure on 
myself as I do this. However I'd be ok 

also if I changed that behaviour and cut 
out the tech side of things.” 

General Manager - 20H
“Lead from the heart, switch, start from a 
position from respect, and be prepared to 
make mistakes. Stay in your discomfort. 

We are always chasing success and 
recognition, but the most interesting 

moments are when you have a learning 
opportunity. This is what we are looking 

for, being comfortable with the 
discomfort. Yes, we win but you have to 

lose. I know this is going to happen, I can 
stay in the discomfort, reflect, what is 

this teaching me?” 

General Manager - 14I
“Leaders love to solve problems, even I 

love to partner with the business as I love 
to feel needed and wanted and part of 

the business. Even now I struggle with it 
though and have heart palpitations, 

because I no longer do anything, I just 
lead and that’s hard to accept because 
you’re so used to doing something and 

solving problems that it’s hard to see 
where your value lies when you’re 

stepping back and just leading. Peter 
Ryan shared with me that his new 

leadership mantra is to step away and let 
his EGM's lead more, giving them 

more autonomy.” 

General Manager - 37L
“Leading vs managing. 

Managing means to me the mechanics of 
getting stuff done, performing, the metrics 

side of things done. 
Leading is about mentoring, ensuring the 

team culture and  purpose is strong, 
coaching, mentoring and the other part 

being stakeholder engagement. 

I generally spend 60% leading and 40% 
managing. I'm also fortunate in having 
assistance with the managing side of 

things. I have a Business Manager who 
helps with all the reporting and I also have 
a Team Assistant that helps with the diary 

management, booking of meetings, 
changing things around. If I didn't have 
these two, I’d be absolutely stuffed.” 

People Leader - 11G
“I love challenges, this place is full of it. 

The second is my team, and they want to 
make a difference. ” 

General Manager - 15G
“I love my team. ” 

Executive Manager - 24G
“Leading motivates me, delivering, 

brainstorming on complex problems. ” 

General Manager - 26G
“Helping my team set out what they need 
to achieve and progress. Being part of a 

team seeing my team grow. I'm most 
happy when I'm spending time with 

the team.” 

Executive Manager - 28G
“Keep on delivering, NBN roll-out, get all 

the customers connected. Technical 
challenge. Creating an empowered team 

and a high performing team.” 

People Leader - 11E
“6 months isn't a bad thing. During 

probation I'm generally looking out after 
the first month for the applicant to show 
me initiative. If they are not performing 
well in the final month I'd give them a 

warning and then extend for another 3 
months with specific targets to follow. ” 

Executive Manager - 5E
“I like the idea of a 6 month probation, 
because it really takes around three 

months to really find your feet, I feel like 
you can then take your training wheels 

off. 6 months is just enough time to truly 
judge an applicant.” 

Executive Manager - 24C
“Out of all the processes as managers it’s 

the recruitment that is the most 
disheveled. HR isn't held to the same 

standard as in regards to BPE.” 

Executive Manager - 6D
“Recruitment is frustrating. It took long, 

too many hurdles, it gave me insight into 
the process specifically because it took 
almost 2.5 to 3 months to get a TSA in 

the door, and the whole point of TSA's is 
that they are supposed to be quick to get 

on board.” 

People Leader - 13E
“I find the 6 month probation period 

ridiculous, this one size fits all approach is 
problematic. Seriously, if we want to try 

and attract great talent to the organisation 
how is this an incentive when you might 
have senior experienced people applying 

for work, its a little demoralising.” 

People Leader - 8E
“3 months is fair, however 6 months 

would be a pain for employees especially 
if they are trying to seek a loan from the 
bank. However it gives me a little more 
flexibility, to ascertain if they are the right 

person for the role. ” 

People Leader - 9D
“Recruitment seems very disjointed, you 
go through all this initial process to input 
all this data about the candidate but it 
never seems to filter down to the right 

system, it’s like the data isn't being sent 
through. Even things like what phone do 
you want doesn't seem to go through. 
How does that data get lost, I've even 
been asked by recruitment what’s the 
email address of the EW or TSA I'm 

hiring, I don't know, shouldn't you know 
that. And the whole process seems to 

stall if you can’t get that email. ” 

General Manager - 14M
“Now that I am just the Leader of one 

particular area rather than two, I now have 
the physical and mental space capacity 

to sit down and think, the capacity to 
have not only the physical time to coach 
but the head space to coach. My most 

recent a-ha moment was how much 
more effective a Leader I can be if I 

actually have the time and space to be a 
Leader. I feel like I’m the 1% at NBN as 

I'm in a very unique position as I look at all 
my Leader colleagues across NBN and 
feel for them. Because they're having to 

be a People Leader and also sort of run a 
business. They have to deliver so much. 

Part of the challenge at NBN is that we try 
and chew the whole elephant at once.” 

General Manager - 37D
“I find the recruitment process to be the 

complete opposite to my initial experience 
a few years ago. There is a revolving door 

of people that seem to be allocated to 
either a team or an individual that work in 
recruitment and they don't get the same 
understanding of your business needs.” 

General Manager - 13D
“The recruitment process is terrible, I 

recently tried recruiting a fixed term TSA. I 
Kicked it off in WD. I think I've had 5 
recruitment managers handle it in the 

period of time.  I was presented 
candidates that were ok, the interviews 
went well however it was when I got to 
the pointy end of making the offer was 

when it all fell apart. ” 

General Manager - 15C
“There was a presumption that I already 

had Leadership capability and that 
associated skill set. So there wasn't any 

direct conversation about the expectation 
of leadership at NBN. I was expecting as 
a cultural piece what those expectations 

of a Leader were. The per-prescribed 
lens of what good looks like at NBN and 

the essential role of a Leader.”

General Manager - 15C
“I ended up having to find my own 

information on Leadership, it was literally a 
hunt and it definitely wasn't all in one 

place. It was very fragmented on where 
things were.” 

People Leader - 8H
“I sit with the team to understand what 

their concerns are and the interaction with 
them is exciting. I would like to spend 

more time with them however I have lots 
of meetings to attend and Admin to 

look after.” General Manager - 15J
“It’s a lack of prioritisation because 

everything is a priority in this organisation 
and that makes it difficult on how to 

respond to things as a Leader.” 

People Leader - 8O
“Prioritisation works ok within my Service 

team. However if we have to prioritise 
with multiple Service teams that still 

doesn't work. We are very reactive so we 
basically deal with issues as they emerge 
and don’t really have time to plan ahead.” 

People Leader - 9O
“Yes I do feel supported however we spin 
our wheels a lot. We don’t have enough 
decision makers. We over socialise and 
as a result no decisions are made. A lot  

of people leave because of a lack of 
decision. There's not enough 

accountability.” 

Executive Manager - 21O
“I have everything I need to make the 

decisions, but to help it be more timely 
would be to support more effective 

governance structures as we’ve over 
complicated our governance process. A 
leaner structure would be better, it’s really 
hard to get decisions made because of 

all the stakeholders.” 

People Leader - 8H
“I'm bogged down with meetings, 8am to 

6pm is predominately made up of 
meetings. The eco system of 

stakeholders has grown significantly as 
well as a big customer stakeholder group. 

Lots of steering committee meetings to 
attend across multiple groups, lots of 
review meetings, Initiative reviews, IT 

reviews. One of the biggest challenges is 
trying to find the head space to actually 
do some real work and some thinking 

and I’m often doing that on the weekends 
or at night.” 

General Manager - 3I
“There is so much governance, I 

understand the need but I feel that the 
governance is taking me away from my 
team and other responsibilities. It should 
be more streamlined. Not sure what the 

answer is but there needs to be 
something. I spend hours 

preparing packs for monthly 
governance meetings.” 

Executive Manager - 6I
“The meeting culture here at NBN is 

pretty bad. It’s a bit over the top. One 
person creates a meeting, invites every 
Tom, Dick and Harry and depending on 

who the person is that creates the 
meeting you feel forced to go, even if it 

may not even effect your world.” 

General Manager - 15L
“My Work Life Balance isn't balanced, I’m 

working weekends, nights during the week, 
running through to 10:30pm at night. I did 

give my self the night off last night because 
I've been going 12 days straight. ” 

People leader  - 9J
“On boarding, Off boarding, I don’t know 

how to cover off” 

People leader  - 16Q
“There isn't a formal process actually, I’m 

looking for a road map for career 
development. ” 

General Manager - 3F
“What's great is you can currently look at 

Rem and the Snap shot stuff is really 
good because it takes away the Admin, 
before it was across different word docs. 
As a Leader the less stuff that you don't 
have to deal with Admin wise the better.” 

Executive Manager - 5P
“You should be able to put all your 

certifications and training in Workday, 
promoting your skills so when I'm looking 

for new staff or someone applied for a 
position I'm advertising for I can see all 

this info, like a dating site :-)” 

Executive Manager - 5K
“When a transitional Leader starts, there 

should be notifications sent of 
congratulations. A regular catch up, 
access to a People Leader forums, 

showing them where all the tools are. 
Where's the People Leader 

induction program?” 

General Manger - 14L
“What does my role as a Leader mean? 
Part of my role is to help enable my team 
to be the best that they can be and how I 
do this is by removing barriers. Anything 

that is impacting them by achieving either 
from delivery or personal development I 

need to remove and that’s where I spend 
most of my time focusing on. I need to 
make sure that my team and myself are 

continually growing. ” 

General Manger - 13S
“If having difficult conversations with a 

member of your team, my approach has 
always been to stick to the positives first, 
use examples to back up the negative, 
don’t get personal, don’t get defensive 
and also bounce off other colleagues to 

get their point of view before hand. ” 

General Manger - 37V
“Advice would be that, you've got to 

follow a structured approach and not go 
off script during redundancies, follow the 
process because if you don't there could 

be consequences for yourself and the 
person being made redundant. Oh and 
beware of setting false expectations, like 

they're going to be getting a job as part of 
redeployment.” Executive Manager - 6K

“Accountability for being a Leader, 
measurements on if I am performing ok 
are good but you also need a little grey. 
Yes, some guidelines but not specific 

measures. Measuring could be 
detrimental because there are so many 

different anomalies. Maybe it’s more 
about, here is our Leadership Framework 

but here are our expectations below.” 

Executive Manager - 30F
“WD is cumbersome and quite difficult 

and not user friendly. Goals for example, I 
can create them but its so hard to edit 

them. You have to really search for where 
things are.” 

People leader - 35F
“I haven't had a play for a while in WD. 

Some guidance or instruction on how to 
generate reports would be good, if I 

wasn’t a techy I’d find it hard. 
I’d attend some training for WD if it 

were available. ” 

Executive Manager - 5F
“There is a gap between learning and 

Workday. At my previous employment I 
used to get a monthly report of all my 

staff on who still hadn't completed  their 
compliance training very much like 

a dash board view. 
I'd like a one shot view, visibility of my 

whole team. A reporting view/dashboard 
of where my team is at. Showing me 

things like Annual leave. I want the App to 
think for me because I'm busy working.”

People Leader - 45F
“I  don’t use Workday because it’s not 
that intuitive, I basically use it to just 

approve my teams’ leave. It’s a system 
designed to implement a process, but the 

process is quite convoluted.” 

Executive Manager - 10C
“My last organisation paid so much 
attention in its Leadership programs 

ensuring a consistent approach for all 
Leaders. We initially had a 5 day program 
to attend for all new Leaders, it was clear 

from the start what the 
expectations were.” 

Executive Manager - 5K
“No one ever told me what was expected 

of me as a Leader. You never exactly 
know in the beginning. I always ask my 

team at the beginning, what it is that they 
expect from me as a Leader.” Executive Manager - 15C

“If we have a look at the journey of a 
Leader. The recruitment process, the on 
boarding process, there's no actual overt 

journey for Leaders when you’re on 
boarding them. Holding the basics such 

as:
WD is our platform to manage key 

aspects for employees. Leave, 
Approvals, Performance management. 
What is Recognition and Rewards and 
what to look for in your team. This is the 

way we lead at NBN, these are your 
accountabilities and responsibilities. 

Defining the type of role model leadership 
that we want to see at NBN.” 

Executive Manager - 5G
“Unfortunately here at NBN you don't get 

recognition for being a good People 
Leader. There are people here that 

shouldn’t be People Leaders. I come from 
IBM where we were measured on both 

individual contribution and people 
leadership. We only measure people 
leadership here by an engagement 

survey and then what is the follow up 
through with that if you score badly as a 

Leader?” 

General Manager - 15I
“There are different things that are 

required of Leaders that come from 
different areas of the business, so if you 
had that 12month view of a mechanism 
that said that in this part of the year we 

are going to do IOP, a calendar, here are 
the key primary activities over the next 12 

months that is required of you as a 
Leader, so you can plan.” 

General Manager - 15J
“A Leaders chaotic life:

Because everything is a priority you end up 
deprioritising those important performance 
management conversations as the work 
load starts to get too much. For example 
as a Leader you’re told that Security is 

really important, then you’re told you need 
to be talking about Diversity and how 

important inclusion is, then I'm being told 
that I’ve got to be better at Performance 

Management and this is the new cycle that 
we need to be going out doing. Then it’s 

about Health and Safety of our employees, 
bolt that on at the same time, it just feels 

like it’s a little chaotic. Then Finance is 
asking you for your numbers for the next 
financial year and this is how you should 
be tracking your budget, you need to be 
doing that. BPE person asking you about 
process. Then strategy stuff in between. I 
mean that’s your lot in life as a Leader. Oh 
shit, then it’s that report that I forgot to do 

for quarterly planning snap shot that needs 
to go out to executives and then you wake 

up tomorrow and you do it all again.” 

General Manager - 20J
“The fortnightly snap shot is very 

burdensome. It should be three questions 
max. Who is going to read all this, its so 

much content, certainly not HR.” 

People Leader - 7U
“They confuse me a little. I usually start at 
the HUB and work my way through trying 
to find the answer I'm after. A one stop 

shop would be better but it would need to 
be super intuitive.” 

People Leader - 8U
“At a high level I understand but yeah it 

can be a little confusing. I ended up 
having to go to my manager or speak to 

People Central to understand the 
differences. Are there any processes 

available that are stored somewhere, say 
for example raising a job request. That 
would be good, as I'd imagine it would 

help me understand which of these teams 
I need to go to and at which stage.” 

Executive manager - 12U
“I don’t really know the different HR 
channels because I just go to my 

manager and if I didn’t have my manager I 
probably wouldn’t know where to go.” 

Executive Manager- 6M
“Additional resources might take away 
some of the day to day Admin stuff, 

attendance of meetings, expenses. This 
would be helpful as it would give me 

more time with my team.” 

People Leader - 7S
“I haven't had any difficult conversations 
yet but it’s definitely coming up with the 

upcoming waves of redundancies. I need 
support in how to do this correctly. 

Something like a script but not 100% sure 
what. Maybe also knowing what are the 
contractual obligations in case I say the 

wrong thing.” 

Executive General Manager - 43H
“NBN has made a conscious decision 

that some of the heroes are doing such 
great work, saving the day, if they're a 

blunt instrument, we've decided that we 
should carry that cost. But maybe let’s be 
a little honest about it and let them know 
that that’s not the way that we want to do 

things here. They’re all blokes too and 
with egos that you wouldn’t *%#&$  

believe and for one bloke that saved the 
day, 3000 other people have done a 

*%#&$ good job.  It should be the 
unsung hero worship instead. ” 

General Manager - 44L
“It’s about rewarding the right values and 

when teams are behaving in the right 
way. Historically we've been a bit of a 

hero culture, instead I want to reward the 
proactive culture. Simply the act of 
leaning in when your team needs it 

should be recognised. That’s the kind of 
behaviour that we find important. It should 
be less now the we deliver and we are 
fearless that was more our build state. 

Now it's more about consistency, 
stability, performance, reliability and 

being proactive, they should be more 
the run values moving forward.” 

General Manager - 13H
“Why are we condoning bad behaviour in 
our Leaders, too much hero worshipping.” 

People Leader - 34J
“There’s not much direction on how to be 
a great Leader and if I'm actually leading 

my team correctly. ” 

General Manager - 14Q
“As a Leader you don’t get recognition.” 

Executive Manager - 4T
“Leaders should be identified as leaders 

for a role not as a SME. ” 

Executive Manager - 24D
“You’re not able to see the applicants 

previous work performance and have to 
go off the word of their previous manager. 
In this instance I did, the manger had said 

that the applicant was fine and didn't 
have any problems but once I had the 

individual in my team the problems 
started arising very quickly. So basically 
the previous manager didn't want to go 

through the issue of performance 
managing the individual and I'm now left 

with the issue.” 

People leader - 8T
“Yes, I do feel supported at least in the 

last change we had.
They explained the process, there was a 
workshop to help us manage the change 
and they explained who to engage in HR 

for these changes.” 

General Manager - 26M
“I’m worried about the future, we are 

going to be constrained within funds and 
I’m in a growth area. We may just shoot 
ourselves in the foot. I like the challenge 
of not hiring but I don’t want 4 times the 

work with 6 less staff.” 

General Manager - 44P
“I don’t feel prepared for the upcoming 

redundancy conversations and off 
boarding as a whole.

Areas such as the soft skills, how to deal 
with the sadness that can occur in these 

meetings not only for the individual 
contributor but the Leader. There needs 
to be some sort of support mechanism 
something like mental health checks to 

see if everyone is ok.” 

Executive Manager - 12I
“I wish I had more resources, but overall I 
guess everyone does and actually I'm not 
too concerned if we have to lose some 
as part of the upcoming restructures as 

we'll just have to prioritise with what 
we can do.” 

General Manager - 3S
“I’ve had to look after two redundancies 
and the support from HR was second to 

none. I had rehearsals with them and 
preparation sessions. Instead of being 

sent lots of info I had practical support.” Executive Manager - 21U
“This has been easy and if I don’t know 

where to go, I just ask the HRBP.” 

Executive Manager - 28U
“Most things are pretty well explained. If in 

doubt you can always raise a case. ” 

Executive Manager - 6Q
“I look for break through in their personal 

development. Are they going beyond 
what they initially saw as their role. 

Signs of thinking more at the leadership 
level, thinking ahead of the two month 

time frame.” 

Executive Manager - 18Q
“If you identified a problem and also come 

up with a solution, I’m a big fan of that,  
having a proactive approach to do 

something about it.” 

Executive Manager - 26Q
“People that can work in an autonomous 

way. They are fearless contacting  
someone that is a higher level, navigating, 

problem solving. I enjoy seeing people  
being able to do that. The hardest part of 
Stakeholder management is influencing 

an outcome.” 

Executive Manager - 37Q
“In my career, I've seen a lot of people 
who are all about themselves, they use 

others and don't actually recognise other 
people’s contributions. I'd rather look to 
those who are team players, collaborate 

with each other for the greater outcome. I 
also look to my team to know when to 
take the lead and know when to take 

a step back.” 

Executive Manager - 12Q
“Spark pisses me off because we can't 

do it for TSA's and EW's, they work 
extremely hard.” 

People Leader - 9D
“It's hard to navigate the process to on 

board somebody as a FT E, TSA and EW 
as all seem to have different processes 
and different contact points. Why isn't 

there just not one set kit to follow.  Myself 
and my team know now how to navigate 

the different processes but it took 
sometime. Also what's annoying about on 
boarding is that you have to wait for the 

process to begin to start on boarding, so 
all of a sudden you get this email in your 
inbox that you’re good to go, where's the 
process so you can plan. Then WD kicks 
in, and now what, its all just disjointed.” 

General Manager - 44O
“I'm lucky because my HRBP is my one 
stop shop and I can go to them if I have 

any questions, however it can be 
confusing unless you've gone through the 
process at least once in regards to what 
step I need to do first, is it recruiting, who 
do I got to for headcount, is that me, do I 
just create it, do I need permission from 
somebody, how do I get it, where's the 

job description template, how do you size 
your Rem, how do you then go out to 

recruitment? So unless you've done this a 
number of times it can be quite 

challenging.

We should have a quick learning module 
might be useful for new Leaders starting. 

Learning modules on Recruitment, 
Procurement etc.” 

Executive Manager - 15C
“There wasn't even a basic framework for 
performance management, the cycle of 
that process, expectations of Leaders 

communicating with their team.” 

General Manager - 26E
“A bit of a framework of what should 
happen within probation. What is the 

intent of the probation, what should I be 
looking for, what are the outcomes which 
helps the employee, some individuals get 
right through the 3 months never getting 

any feedback. ” 

General Manager - 15C
“We need a co-ordinated cadence of all 
the leadership activity representing the 
Leadership ecosystem, performance 
management, engagement survey, 

looking at strategy. What is the role of 
the HRBP.

We don't design all these elements with 
the leader in the middle.” 

Generally, recruitment of Leaders has 
been relatively smooth and is attributed to 
having a very supportive and seasoned 
Leader, competently guiding them 
through the recruitment process. In the 
absence of experienced hiring managers, 
Leaders did struggle at times, left to fend 
for themselves and work it out as they go.

Your role, expectations of you as a Leader 
and accountabilities are just some of the 
basics that should be part of a standard 
Leader Induction Kit. Although there are 
some Leaders that experienced good 
clear inductions that contained the above 
mentioned basics, it tended to be a result 
of chance, having good and experienced 
hiring managers. In the absence of a 
formalised Leader Induction process we 
run the risk of an inconsistent beginning 
for new or transitioning Leaders.

The majority of Leaders spoke of a 
Leadership Framework that was missing 
when they had initially started. A 
structure/ecosystem that houses all the 
different Leadership activities, programs 
and training, giving the new Leader a 
birds eye view of everything that is 
available to them and where they can 
find it, would be of benefit.

Having Skip meetings, being supportive 
of your team, giving them autonomy to 
get on with their job, getting to know your 
team and learning the art of listening are 
all amazing opportunities for the new 
Leader.  However, in addition to those 
must haves, the aspect of giving or 
allowing themselves the physical and 
mental space to sit down and think is also 
important.

Unfortunately for Leaders hiring, the majority 
of those who were interviewed struggled 
within the recruitment process for a number 
of different reasons highlighted in the above 
verbatims. Each seemingly different but the 
constant being a lack of a clearly defined 
process, that from which Leaders could 
follow and plan from. The overwhelming 
concerns were each person they spoke to, 
assisting them with recruitment tended to 
explain a different approach or method. 
Leaders also found themselves continually 
following up and chasing updates with the 
recruitment team. 

When it comes to leadership development 
the big three Gateway, Accelerate and 
SCENE programs were continually 
highlighted by Leaders as a must do. They 
got a lot of benefit and quickly utilised the 
learning, passing on what would be useful 
to their teams. However the flip side to this 
is that Leaders still required training  in 
areas such as using WD, Performance 
Management, Recognition etc. in an easily 
found and accessible format as they didn't 
want to go searching for it in Hubdocs.

Quantified common values that Leaders 
sought in their Leaders:
• Clear direction, Strategic vision - 10
• Supporting - 9
• Consistent - 6
• Transparency - 5
• Honesty - 4
• Trusting - 3
• Autonomous - 2 
• Integrity - 2
• Authentic - 2
• Fearlessness - 1
• Vulnerable - 1
• Empowering - 1

General Manager - 3C 
“In my formative months transitioning 
into a Leader, I was lucky to have a 

very supportive and seasoned 
manager, he was great at constructive 

feed back and guided me into the 
Leader I am today, any other Leader 

and I would have struggled.”

General Manager - 3C 
“Nothing really bad for my on boarding 

but saying that I had a really good 
manager that guided me and he really 

knew what he wanted.”

Executive Manager - 45C
“I had a smooth transition because I 

have great leadership.”

General Manager - 3G 
“The gateway program was one of the 
turning points for me. The big message 
for me was being your authentic self, at 
first I wanted to think ‘what would my 

past manager do’ but since the course 
I'm now trying to be more me.” 

General Manager - 14J
“Accelerate was great and I'm so 
fortunate to be working at NBN to 

partake in these courses.” 

Executive Manager - 5K
“We have wonderful courses now 
available to us. SCENE was great, 

highly recommend it and you just know 
that your team will benefit. ” 

General Manager - 37C 
“I was fortunate when I first started as I 

had a good Leader from the get go 
who transferred to me a lot of the 

understanding that was required for me 
to understand my role 
and responsibilities.”

General Manager - 3K 
“I had great access to my managers, 
they steered me in the right direction.”

It’s a 50/50 split. Half were happy with the 
changes towards a 6 month probation 
period and encouraged it as they were 
concerned that 3 months wasn’t enough to 
truly find ones feet, based on the complexity 
of the role. Whilst the other half thought it 
unfair for employees, especially those who 
are in senior roles. They also highlighted the 
risk that this might deter capturing great 
talent, as they may rather go to other 
organisations that just have the standard 3 
month probation period.

We are very lucky here at NBN to have so 
many great Leaders. I say this based off the 
41 that I interviewed and all basically had 
the same sentiments to why they loved 
being Leaders. It all centred around their 
team, the 1:1’s, their team’s development, 
seeing them grow and succeed, becoming 
better from when they were first hired. 

In the interviews I basically asked Leaders 
“What’s your motivation?” As one Leader 
put it quite aptly, “I love to see my staff 
succeed, if they are happy and successful 
then I am successful”. This truly defines their 
general motivation. They all really saw their 
team as a second family and as one does 
in a family, you support, nourish and care for 
those members equally. So it’s even more 
important that we acknowledge our Leaders 
frustrations and give them a clear runway to 
get on with their job. 

There are so many ways to lead, 
considering them all is too hard but as 
mentioned above, if you can find the 
time to do the below, you’ve got a great 
foundation:
• Be prepared to make mistakes and stay in your 
discomfort, reflect, ask yourself “What is this 
teaching me?”
• Accept that your value lies when you step back 
and just lead
• Making decisions specifically to protect and 
empower your team
• and listen

When everything is a priority, how does one 
prioritise? This is a most common statement 
captured throughout Leadership, along with 
“we are a very reactive organisation with no 
clear strategic vision other than 8 million 
happy homes by 2020.” Possibly this is the 
inevitable result of a start up culture, scaling 
at an incredible rate to deliver such a hefty 
promise. Post 2020 within Run-co, NBN 
should allow itself the time, to re-strategise 
in order to minimise a reactive culture and 
give Leaders a plan that they can properly 
prioritise to. 

Having more automation is considered by all 
as a must, however all generally warned to 
keep the automation simple.

The “Second Shift” coined by one of the 
Leaders describes perfectly the overall 
Leadership consensus of Work Life Balance 
or lack of. Partly caused by the myriad of 
meetings throughout the day, forcing them 
to do their work after hours and on the 
weekend. Adding to this, is the unspoken 
but accepted fact of the duality of their roles 
incorporating being a Leader and 
Operational type manager. With this in mind, 
by not reassessing NBN Leadership 
structures, we run the risk of losing our 
talented and supportive pool of Leaders 
at NBN.

All too commonly I heard that Leaders are 
not held accountable for their leadership at 
NBN. That you can be a “Toxic Boss” or a 
“Hero Leader” and seem to have this 
behaviour condoned. The flip side to that is 
there isn’t any recognition for being a great 
leader either. In order to break that cycle, 
enforced Skip meetings might be a way that 
we could instill more accountability 
measures for Leadership giving those a 
voice to whom may not be heard or are 
afraid of some form of retribution.

Leaders look for the following:
• Integrity 
• Being fair in your role with others 
• Collaborating effectively for the greater 
outcome
• Leaning in when required whilst not being 
prompted to, helping the team rather than 
seeing an opportunity to stand out of the 
pack.  As well as stepping out of their 
comport zone and tackling the harder 
problems.

We’ve got a lot of places for our Leaders to 
go to for advice and support which is great, 
such as HRBP's, Learning capability 
business partners, Recruitment business 
partners and People Central. Plus the 
myriad of Leadership portals and channels 
but this can be confusing for our Leaders 
especially if we are requiring them to self 
serve. Creating a One Stop Shop for all our 
Leadership material is advisable as well as 
ensuring that its user interface is easy to 
navigate making it easier for them to find 
relevant information.

Out of the 41 Leaders that I interviewed, 
they all had their own take and experiences 
with Leadership but overall they generally 
had a similar baseline foundation of wanting 
to support their teams, having your team as 
the first priority, then working down the list 
from there. If you’re unable to do this, 
question why and if I’m actually being an 
effective Leader.

“What does my role as a Leader mean? 
Part of my role is to help enable my team to 

be the best that they can be.” 

There are a lot of areas that Leaders need 
support and training in:

• How to have challenging conversations
• How to manage bad performance
• How to lead effectively
• How to deal with abusive language in the workplace
• How to deal with negative behaviour in the workplace
• How to deal with bullying
• How to use Workday more effectively
• How to have valuable and legally safe redundancy 
conversations

Leaders also seek help covering off the 
Admin side of things so they can focus 
either on the people management or 
technical side of the role.

In order to properly enable our Leaders to 
self serve we need to provide them with the 
tools to do this. A lack of HR processes 
came up time and time again. Leaders 
require a consistent process that they can 
follow, giving them the guidance of who to 
go to  but most importantly the SLA’s so 
they can adequately plan.
Some of the key processes that they 
sought were: 
- Recruitment
- Job grading
- Mat Leave
- Performance management
- Promotion
- Redeployment
- Redundancy
- Off boarding and assets off boarding

There are two types of managers at NBN. 
There’s a “Leader” type manager who 
focuses on mentoring, coaching, team 
culture and team capability uplift, covering 
off stakeholder engagement and 
governance. Then there’s an “Operational” 
type manager who’s in the detail, the 
trenches, toe to toe with their team, 
delivering and solving problems in relation to 
our NBN technology. However, the reality is, 
these aren't two separate individuals, most 
of the time they’re embodied in the one 
Leader, this is an accepted Leadership fact 
here at NBN. We run the risk of burning out 
our Leaders and forcing them to have to 
prioritise delivery of our technology over the 
development of their people and teams for 
there simply isn't enough time in the day for 
them to adequately do both. And here lies 
the problem when facing general employee 
experience, if our Leaders don’t have the 
time to support their teams how can we 
even begin to improve upon Employee 
experience. Leadership support has 
a direct correlation to improving 
Employee experience. 

Similarly to the former Employee 
Experience Map, Work Day tracked terribly 
in regards to usability with an unintuitive 
and cumbersome interface being 
mentioned repeatedly. In the absence of 
an intuitive system and the fact that 
Leaders aren't frequently using the tool, 
we need to cater for this by supplying 
training or videos showing a walk through 
of the required interactions.

The most commonly requested 
reports in Work Day were:
- Who's on leave in my team?
- Birthdays
- Historical performance ratings
- Banding information
- Compliance training results
- Who’s a Max termer and when do they 
finish up?

We had a 50/50 split of those feeling 
really supported during the changes and 
those that are still concerned by the 
redundancy conversations that may still 
need to be had and the process of off 
boarding. This could be that they have 
not been contacted as yet as it hasn't 
affected their area for now.

General Manager - 25H
“I love setting the vision, setting the path, 

giving people autonomy, love 
the strategy.” 

Executive Manager - 4O
“I'm getting enough support from a 

prioritisation perspective.” 
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120-FTE
“It’s the longest recruitment I’ve ever 
experienced. 3 months with massive 
gaps in between. Friends reassured 

me its government, they’re slow.” 

119-FTE 
“I found the NBN website really easy to 

understand and navigate.”

42.2-PL.3
“Offer letter was timely and accurate”

92-EW.1 
“It would be better for NBN if you made 
me a FTE, I’d have better access to the 
tools and tech that are necessary to do 
my job and I’d also feel more invested 

and engaged as part of the team. 
However I don't have access to the 

systems that advertise the internal roles 
being offered. So I miss out on 

the opportunity.”

95-PL.5
“There was a long void after my 

application for the role. I had applied 
through the NBN website portal and I 

hadn’t received any confirmation 
highlighting next steps or waiting time 

even past the due date for the 
application. I thought to myself, had it 
actually gone through or does the role 
even exist any more? I asked myself if I 

had done the right thing in applying. I also 
discussed with my other colleagues once 

I had started and they too had 
similar experiences.”

We’re possibly missing out on retaining  
great talent from our Extended Workforce 
as they don’t have access to the existing 
internal roles on offer. Retaining EWs is 
beneficial as they carry much of our IP.

There doesn’t seem to be a consistent 
process for recruitment in the organisation. 
Leaders struggle to find a process to follow 
and usually end up winging it. Concerned 
through out the recruitment process that 
they’re approaching it incorrectly or missing 
out on key stages to ensure they receive a 
good selection of candidates. 

99-PL.5 
“I’ve only had to hire one direct report as the 
rest of the team are EWs but that one hire 
seemed to take a while to get everything 

processing and into play. There was quite a 
lot of silence after I had pushed the 

application through. I was pretty much flying 
by the seat of my pants. I also found the 

quality of candidates quite poor and didn’t 
really find any standout applicants.” 

28-PL.2
“Overall my hiring process took 3 months, 
with a lot of back and forth negotiations of 
the contract. Two HR screening interviews, 
one with the HRBP and then finally the Exec 
Manager, plus some tests such as Hogan. 

28-PL.2 
 “I found the experience wasn’t enjoyable, it 

took three months and you were never 
actually quite told that you had passed all 
the checks and tests. You were told that 

you had the role but that was always privy 
to the tests being passed. So I never 

actually got to know this until my first day in 
which I started.” 

122-FTE
“I didn't hear back from the recruiter for a 

whole month not knowing if I was 
successful or not.”

27-PL.2 
“The offer letter was different to the original 
job description. Also during the interview 
process they asked whether it was ok if 

they made this role a contracting one when 
it was advertised as a Perm.”

114-FTE.4 
“The recruiting phase was good, it took all 

up around a month, I had good feedback in 
between interviews. However I didn’t have 

much communication for the Drug and 
Police checks.” 

4-FTE.1
“It took a long time to get my computer.

It took about one month all up to get 
access to everything.”

57-PL.4 
“Onboarding felt to me like I was some 

dude that rocked up on the day and was 
handed a laptop. There wasn’t a lot of the 

NBN family feel to it. We as Australians 
know what NBN is, but as someone 

entering the company I need to know more. 
I wanted to know about the wider Business 

objectives. How we connect together, 
which part of the organisation relies on the 

other part. What is the narrative that 
describes the different segments of the 

business and how we organise ourselves. 
This is what I want to learn in my induction 
phase. I want to see the big picture and 

see how everything connects. 
I know there is more.”

128-FTE
“I was actually expecting onboarding, an 

understanding of what my role is and 
where I fit in. How your specific skills will 

add value in the business. An 
understanding of the business, products, 

processes and systems that 
I need to know.”

126-EW
“I used my manager’s user name and 

password for the first 3 weeks as I had no 
access to my required systems. It was

stressful as I didn't want to delete 
anything accidentally from his computer. 

It’s like giving a stranger your bank 
account details.”

127-PL
“Onboarding is very poor here, I had to 
source the right people that could help 

me onboard my staff. It’s not rocket 
science. I had to curate my own 

experience and create a checklist for 
my new staff.”

123-FTE
“I’d get these little hits but no real feedback 
until they were ready for the next interview, 

unless you prompted it.”

146-PL
“No standardised scoring metric 

on recruiting”

56-PL.4
“There was a lot of radio silence in 

between interviews from applying, to 
hearing back from anyone. I felt that I may 

have missed out on the role, because 
there was no feedback. 

It led me to make a phone call to NBN to 
enquire about the application. I got 
through to the HR team and they 

confirmed that someone will call me. I 
was finally notified but there was a lot of 

rebooking of the interview, three 
reschedules in total, usually notified a day 

before, the reason was apparently the 
booking system wasn’t working properly. 

A total of three months for the 
recruitment phase.”

Time elapsing between interviews should 
remain within a one month window for 
applicants. NBN not only runs the risk of 
developing a bad name from the onset of 
an applicant’s experience but we also run 
the risk of losing great talent as they may 
only have a short time available before 
another company snaps them up.

There was inconsistent feedback loops for 
applicants, leaving them wondering if they 
were successful or not. Applicants usually 
having to follow up with calls to the 
recruiters for feedback.

Generally all offer letters were more 
accurate than not and in the instances that 
the description wasn't, the hiring manager 
may have amended it slightly after further 
thought about the role. 

Applicants are told that the success of their 
application is dependent on the results of 
their Drug and Police checks. But you’re not 
given any feedback or notification on the 
results unless there is an issue. 

It’s crucial as we minimise our work force 
that the employees we retain continue to 
see NBN as a great place to work and as 
we hire new employees that the onboarding 
experience is great. We have an extremely 
inconsistent onboarding experience at 
NBN, ranging from really smooth to 
employees who are unsure whether they’ve 
made the right decision in coming to NBN.

The receiving of equipment and access to 
the buildings is relatively painless with an 
average of 2 to 3 days waiting time, 
employees are generally ok with this.

However it’s when trying to gain access to 
systems that causes the most grief and 
shows a lack of a consistent process, 
sometimes ranging from a week to an entire 
month before employees can access their 
relevant systems.

Employees simply aren’t dealing with the 
change well. Fear, mistrust, anger, 
frustration, are common emotions.

As there is a large amount of unsurety 
around job security, employees are 
questioning the judgement call based off 
those who avoid redundancies. As a result, 
there’s a feeling of unfair decision making 
occurring. As well as an unclear line of sight 
of who is responsible for what, as teams 
take advantage of the restructures and 
palm off responsibility.

Recognition should be part and parcel of a 
leader’s mandate. Incentives, bonuses, yes, 
always good to receive but nothing beats 
simply being acknowledged in front of your 
peers for your fine efforts.

NBN’s Working from Home Policy is 
confusing for employees as it’s seen as an 
acceptable work practice however the rules 
seem to change per department.

Learning is big here at NBN, generally most 
employees spoke highly of access to Lynda 
and learning opportunities however they 
also commented on a lack of face to face 
or classroom training. Individual contributors 
want to improve their base skill set and 
People Leaders seek courses for their 
teams’ development.

There are many levels of leadership at NBN 
and only the GM and EGM levels get 
access to HRBP’s and even here there is a 
wish for more frequent contact. However 
there’s a gap, the managers below GM 
level don’t have access to HRBP’s and 
require support in so many different areas. 

Employees and teams can find it frustrating 
when accessing the right tools/systems to 
do their job. 

An opportunity arises for an audit of this 
process, to understand in more detail the 
specific cases and why they occured in the 
first place, to prevent them from happening 
again.

The process documents highlighted above 
in Signavio are only one example of areas 
that have duplication of documents. As 
there isn’t one CMS, employees struggle to 
search for relevant documentation between 
their departments and in some cases even 
within their own teams. It would be a huge 
investment but if we don't think of a solution 
the situation will only continue to worsen, 
further duplication, further rework and time 
wasted for employees whose attendance 
may be required to build the information out 
again.

Trust is obviously the determining factor for 
People Leaders. It’s definitely a mindset shift 
for some managers as they’re used to 
determining their staff’s output from time 
spent at the desk. This is a great 
opportunity to be more consistent with the 
WFH policy. Allow all employees the 
opportunity to work from home at least 
once a week as it’s also a great draw card 
when attracting talent. If productivity falls for 
certain individuals then a performance chat 
is required but for those who continue to 
produce great work it’s a wonderful way to 
improve morale within the team. 

The impression of Workday is mixed from 
“easy to use” to “clunky” however what is 
consistent is an impression of a system that 
has very minimal capability.  There is 
opportunity to enhance and promote its 
capability further to better improve NBN 
employee experience. 

The move to automate or even simply 
transition from a manual to a more digital 
experience is highly appreciated by 
employees.

Workplace generally has a good impression 
in the eyes of employees. As it has a 
familiar experience to that of Facebook 
being something that they can resonate 
with and interact with easily. 

NBN has amazing People Leaders in the 
organisation. They strive to better 
understand their team in order to enhance 
their capability. They seek support in either 
identifying great talent but also in surfacing 
the right material or training that can 
develop them.

Of the employees that were interviewed, 
not many used People Central but of those 
that did, loved calling People Central as the 
service was “so good” and they always got 
what they needed. 

NBN has a variety of experienced leaders, 
some with 20+ years under their belt. The 
more seasoned leaders didn't really require 
HR or their assistance because of their vast 
experience. However for the ones who are 
just starting out it’s a mine field. Not just 
trying to understand their own role and how 
they fit in the organisation but at times 
simultaneously training, recruiting, managing 
staff and poor performers. All this can be 
happening at the same time and some 
instances carrying out project work as well.

Our leaders are screaming out for better 
support, guidance, training, better 
understanding of their teams and individual 
contributors. 

We should be considering our leaders as 
the first drop in the pond, the ripple extends 
from them. The employee experience is a 
direct result of the leadership experience. 
We should be starting here and also 
leveraging off the seasoned leaders, 
learning, gathering insights and structure a 
program specifically targeting them. 

Recruiters have an opportunity to improve 
their initial engagement with applicants by 
building an agreed upon structured 
interview approach. Highlighting the 
different types of interviews to follow and 
where they roughly fit in their calendar. 

A structured process for recruiters is 
required to ensure they give timely and 
consistent feedback when interacting with 
applicants. Inconsistent feedback loops can 
sway applicants interest in the role. This first 
engagement and impression is extremely 
important if we want to attract the 
right talent.

If we are to go ahead and prepare 
Leadership training (the basics), an aspect 
should focus around amending job titles, 
JDs or the offer letter itself. Rules should be 
set in place if amendements occur, 
notifying applicants before the interview 
process/series kicks off or is completed. 
Offer letters should be reviewed by 
managers before they are sent to the 
successful applicants.

Amending the Drug and Police checks  
process slightly, could easily improve the 
employee experience here. Considering a 
notification sent directly to the applicant 
after the checks have been completed 
whether it be positive or negative. This 
could alleviate any anxiety that applicants 
are feeling when waiting for announcement 
of their start date.

First day experiences are vital to ensure we 
have our new starters steered in the right 
direction and set up for success. As the 
first day is usually steered by the Hiring 
manager it’s imperative that their instruction 
to their new starters follows a structured 
process.This ensures that the onboarding 
experience can be aligned across the 
organisation. As part of the onboarding 
process a big picture explanation of the 
organisation would also be benficial to help 
reduce any potential siloed approach to 
their work. 

Some employees have an amazing 
onboarding experience in regards to 
equipment, building access and systems 
however through my research the majority 
didn’t. Ultimately the biggest loser here isn't 
just the employee but productivity or a lack 
of. An opportunity arises here to improve 
the onboarding experience for all and not 
just for the reasons of making it a great 
place to work but improving productivity as 
a whole.

Employees understand that we are 
minimising the workforce however they’re 
after a narrative that explains the reasons 
why and what the outcome of the 
redundancies are.  This would help 
immensely when we talk about 
transparency.

An assessment of employee roles and 
accountabilities is required to ensure that 
individuals are focusing on their right areas. 

Spark works but it doesn’t solve everything. 
There’s opportunity to promote recognition 
even beyond Spark. Either by allowing 
GM/EGM’s budget to take their teams out 
for a meal to say thank you or even 
encouraging at the EGM level to personally 
attend team stand ups and show their 
appreciation of their great work. This could 
help fill the gap for those such as EWs who 
aren’t considered for Sparks.

Investing in improving Learning & 
Development would be beneficial for NBN, 
it’s considered high on the list of generally 
all employees and would help us retain 
great staff and/or entice great people to 
work at NBN.  Looking at enhancing the 
range of courses and or classroom courses 
would benefit employee experience and 
would raise the general capabiltity and 
performance of the organisation.

In the absence of HRBP support, leadership 
training is required and not just looking at 
‘How to deal with poor performers’ but ‘How 
to recruit’, ‘How to onboard’, ‘How to 
offboard’, ‘How to use Workday’ the list goes 
on. Leaders should be supported and trained 
to ensure there’s a consistent approach to 
leadership across NBN. The ripple effect 
caused by either good or bad leadership is 
equal. If we want to improve employee 
experience then we should target leadership 
experience first.
We also have an amazing pool of leaders 
here at NBN that we can leverage from and 
gain insight to help build such a program.

We tend to have too much process 
documents, built over time and stored in 
various places across the business. 

Employees struggle to locate the correct 
and most recent versions. Signavio 
contains our approved processes but 
behind that are thousands of non approved 
documentation. Because it’s not clear 
which documents are the correct ones, 
employees tend to rebuild them from 
scratch.

Employees have mixed feelings towards 
Workday. This may be due to usage time. 
Individual usage time may not be frequent 
enough, encouraging an almost relearning 
each time to complete tasks. You could 
attribute this to a non intuitive interface, as 
simple tasks such as location of policy and 
requesting leave came up as issues. A type 
of guided work flow or enhanced usability 
would improve this dramatically for 
employees.  

The main concern raised was that of a risk 
of missing important messaging. More and 
more individuals use the platform to post 
comms and highlight upcoming events 
such as training. If one doesn't frequently 
use Workplace you can miss them. So to 
ensure that important general wide 
information is seen, an email should be sent 
alongside the Workplace post. 

We’ve developed the right framework being 
our Talent Matrix to identify great talent  
however opportunity lies in what the next 
steps are. Is it possible to build a team that 
targets and grooms employees that sit high
in the grid as suggested by the above 
leadership commentary. 

People leaders, being time poor, can at times 
struggle to find relevant information. As a result 
they fall back to calling People Central as they 
generally have a great experience instead of 
self serving.

In regards to People Central data, quite a large 
amount of self serving cases are raised as a 
general enquiry which highlights the fact that 
the current list of cases may not be the most 
frequently used.

A deeper UX investigation would be useful 
here to understand what are the cases 
employees are mainly searching for.

This may encourage further self service.  

There is quite a large risk that we aren’t 
successfully offboarding our employees 
correctly. As we continue to minimise staff 
at NBN to prepare us for Run-Co we’ll need 
to tighten up this process for reasons 
ranging from Cyber/Premise Security and 
Asset collection.

There is opportunity here to digitise Manual 
off boarding processes for leaders, cutting 
down on their work load and ensuring that 
important offboarding processes have been 
completed.

87-EW.1
“HR remembered me from a previous role, 
really looking at how I could contribute to 
NBN, based on a previous interaction. 

David Mcormac, great HR engagement.” 

121-FTE
“Interview went well, however they 

highlighted that I wasn't right for this role 
but would suit another.

I appreciated their honesty and 
transparent feedback.”

124-PL
“I had access from the start. How can we 

make it so that all our employees
are set up on day one.”

125-FTE
“Onboarding was good, because my 

leader had stuff for me to do and read.
If you want a good onboarding 

experience you need a manager who 
knows what they’re doing.”107-TSA.4

“I had great feedback between interviews, 
so much better than past companies.”

30-PL.2 
“When I first started I was having to go 

through onboarding as well as hire and build 
my team in parallel. I wrote my own JDs, it 

would have been good to have more 
consulting however with HR at this time. 

Someone to ride side car with, highlighting 
what I should be doing next. HR did send 
me some template JDs but it would have 
been good to get more support. I did feel 

supported but maybe more consistent 
access to the HRBP moving forward.”

Allow access to or advertise on a more 
public accessible forum for EWs to view 
and apply for internal roles. A missed 
opportunity arises here as the EW talent 
pool could be great, hard working and 
also willing to convert over to Perm. 
These individuals have a number of 
years of NBN experience under their belt 
thus retaining them is beneficial.

Leadership programs or courses should 
be considered moving forward focusing 
on the basics such as Recruitment How 
To’s to dealing with poor performers. 
Although they are considered basic to 
HR they may not be to a new 
transitioning leader into the company.
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18-PL.1 
"The lack of clear roles and responsibilities 
may have been ok back during our build, 
as it was very much a start up model but 

moving into run, this needs to be clearer as 
it tends to promote a lack of accountability 
and affects collaboration. As a result, some 
things don't get done and other things get 

done twice."

111-TSA.4 
“Sometimes people collaborate but 

because of the changes and restructure 
people are making themselves dependent 

on themselves as the key resource, holding 
on to the work tightly. As a result I struggle 
sometimes in getting the right information 
from people because they tend to hide it.”

9 -FTE.1 
“My role keeps on changing, I’ve had five 

different GMs in just over 18 months.
With the constant restructuring, my role 

seems to change. The org chart says one 
thing whilst my position in the system says 

another. No one actually asked me, no 
formal request to change it. It simply went 
ahead, this is problematic as the band is 

different, I was literally shoe horned 
into the title.“

15-FTE.2 
“Because of the continual restructuring it’s 

hard for accountability to be actioned. 
Teams will take advantage of this, shift 

accountability of certain tasks to third party 
vendors or off shore teams.”

29-PL.2 
"There is too much restructure going on 

which makes it hard to focus on the work. 
This is my 4th restructure now since I 

started and I’m on my 3rd manager. As a 
result you end up having to earn your stripes 

each time you get a new manager. I even 
have to fight for my team head count 

each time.

Ways in which we could handle 
restructuring a little better is by having a 

clearer narrative/message. Such as what is 
our end point, our vision or strategy that 
involves all the redundancies. Tailoring 

decision making to support the strategic 
path of the company. Where are we going 
and what are the stages to get there, what 

does Run-co look like?  Show us something 
tangible, an end state or organisational 

blueprint would be useful."

129-PL/FTE/TSA
“It’s frustrating with all the constant 

changes that are occurring in the org 
structure and as a result you’re having to 

keep shifting your ways of working.”

130-FTE/TSA
“It’s been a bit of a circus. So much 

uncertainty and constant change. If our 
teams keep changing I fear our product 
sponsors might not take us on as it’s 
bringing down work ethic and quality.”

104-PL.5 
"I like the way that things are being more 
automated, annual review was a paper  
based exercise once, now you simply 

upload the details digitally."  

48-PL.3 
“I love the fact that you can use Workday on 
your phone also love the Performance Plan. 
However I’m concerned about data hygiene 
specifically around offboarding, how quickly 

are we adding and removing people.“

40-TSA.1 
“The Org directory doesn’t seem to be 

keeping up to speed with all the restructure.”

78-FTE.3 
“Your leave balance can be a little confusing 
at times when you’re trying to book further 
leave as it doesn’t take into consideration 
what you’ve already booked. So at first 

glance it looks like you’ve got more leave 
than you actually have. I had to reset it 
sometimes as I had made a mistake.”
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112-TSA.4 
“I think Spark is really nice. When I got my 
first Spark my manager printed it out and 

placed it on the board. Spark is a great way 
of saying thank you.”

25-PL.1 
“Recognition is always a thwart thing, you 
recognise one person in a group and then 

what about the others, it can drive 
negativity rather than the positive outcome 
you’re trying to achieve. I try and do more 
group things rather than draw one person 
out. I’d rather have a budget and take the 
whole team out for breakfast and manage 

poor performers separately.”

131-EW 
“To be honest I don’t even care about the 

$50 dollars that comes with Spark.
I’d rather just others in the team know 
that my work has been recognised.

as I take pride in my work.”

71-TSA.3 
“Spark doesn’t work because you can 

game the system quite easily. If someone 
Sparks you, they have in the past come 

and asked if I can Spark them back. Also a 
lot of individuals go and ask their managers 

for a Spark when it should 
come unprompted.”
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43-TSA.1
“Working from home is excellent here as 

the tech supports it however some 
managers choose not to allow it because 
of risk that individuals will abuse it. Instead 
of putting the risk factor first, place the trust 
factor in front and if someone then abuses 

it, punish the individual instead of the 
wider group.”

24-PL.1
“Working from home is a valuable part of 
the organisation, it’s a real draw card for 
people to work here and it’s one of the 

reason people stay.”

132-TSA
“My son’s in Grade 1 and I can’t attend 

teacher interviews because I’m unable to 
make it back in time. He’s at that age 

now that he questions why I can’t attend. 
WFH sometimes would help.”

133-FTE/TSA/EW
“I'm confused about NBN’s Working from 
Home Policy. My manager doesn't really 

condone it whilst my colleagues from
other departments are always working 

from home.”

76-FTE.3 
“I booked in for some training this morning it 
was quite easy in Workday.  Actually I did 
some training during Career Week as well 

which was brilliant. There were a number of 
different workshops that we could attend if 

you got in early enough to book. Some were 
just only for an hour, I ended up attending 

three courses. NBN is such a positive 
environment to work in.”

102-PL.5 
“For my reports, its not always clear what 
courses I should put them on. It seems to 
be a bit limited also the types of courses 

that are available, it’s all online and not any 
classroom sessions.”

117-FTE.4
“I’d like to get more training opportunities to 

enhance my knowledge.
More hands on face to face training such as 
the Nokia training and service creation onto 
the SAM and the introduction about nodes, 
how we build those nodes. Cisco courses. 

It helps with day to day and builds your 
career as well. It would also be great to get 

out in the field with technicians.”

134-FTE/TSA
“The whole navigation of my learning is 

clunky, a better front end would 
be better.”
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31-PL.2 
“I would like more mentoring. The 

Leadership Accelerate course was 
excellent, very holistic leadership training. I 
pretty much did it immediately when I came 
on board to NBN and it helped me during 

the formative months.

33-PL.2
“HR leadership content, frameworks and 
courses are great, I also have my fixed 

terms participating on those courses and 
they are getting a lot of benefit from it.”

61-PL.4 
"Especially moving to a leadership role, I 

didn’t receive any actual guidance/training 
in Workday. I basically had to ask a lot of 

questions of different people. Some 
managers lent me some of their time, 

otherwise it’s a matter of sink or swim. I 
want to understand it’s full capabilities. I’d 

suggest starting a rebranding campaign for 
Workday as employees generally only see 
Workday for leave, e-learning and annual 

compliance training, unless you’re a 
manager."

21-PL.1 
“It’s not clear to me on the available training 
and development courses and what we are 

allowed to take and have my staff go on. 
No one comes to me to say that this 

person needs to go on this course, there 
seems to be no direction here so I guess 

it’s up to me however I’m not sure 
what’s available.”

 
135-TSA

“I’ve been trying to gain access to 
Workday for over a year and a half. Two 
failed attempts later, I received an email 

from them asking me to 
update my personal details. I responded, 

notifying that I don't have access. 
Two hours later I received access.” 

136-FTE/TSA
“When access to IT systems is rejected, 

there’s no real reason as to why and 
you’re still left with the problem that 

required access to the system to solve.”

137-FTE/TSA
“It took me two months to get my team of 

Accenture EWs access to certain 
systems. We were then under pressure to 

complete the job as time was wasted.”

50-TSA.2 
“As a process analyst I struggle at NBN 
because of the multiple places where 

content is stored. There is no clear one 
Content Management System. When I’m 
trying to locate either previous documents 
or processes I don’t know whether to look 

in Confluence, SharePoint, Hubdocs, a 
Sharedrive, or someone’s intranet page, so 

I end up having to reinvent the wheel, 
meaning starting again and thus possibly 

adding another document to the mix. 

I’m sure this problem doesn’t exist just for 
myself, rework must be occurring all the 
time due to not having one centralised 

Content Management System.”

37-TSA.1 
“As a result of NBN’s build phase we’ve 

had to think on our feet and be proactive to 
keep up with the demand, as a result we 
have different approaches, methods and 

processes from department to 
department. 

A consolidation of all this is required to 
create a more consistent approach across 

the business. An example of this is the 
POAP (Project on a Page) document. We 
have a wonderful opportunity here to align 

such tools and processes, how great 
would it be if we could use the same 

document. Currently, everyone in NBN has 
it looking differently, if we were to bring it 
together there would be massive savings 

to the organisation by doing so. RSM, 
BSM, NEO all have their own version of 

POAPs”.

32-PL.2
“I love Workplace as it’s a great comms 
tool, it also helped having access to the 
Workplace Guru which taught me the ins 

and out.”

138-PL.FTE/TSA/EW
“Workplace, it’s an awesome tool to 

showcase the work that we are doing, 
keeping across what other teams 

are doing.”

86-FTE.3 
“I find WorkpIace runs the risk of its 

messaging being missed. Sometimes 
there are some important messaging or 

even some really large wins that the 
company has had and if you’re not 

currently checking Workplace then you’ll 
miss it. Possibly large wins and important 

messaging such as this should be 
followed up with emails. As we’ll then 

ensure that no one has missed it.”

45-PL.3 
"When managing my staff, I’m always 

looking for ways to help them succeed. 
Not just on their projects but on their 

career progression. This is important, as 
you need to understand who in your team 
would like to flip over rocks as opposed to 
those who are content with their role as is. 

This isn’t to say that those who are 
content don’t work just as hard, it’s just as 
important to know your team’s preferred 

direction which inturn helps you target the 
right areas for them to focus on. So yeah, 
I look for individuals who seek challenge."

21-PL.1
"It’s not clear to me on the available 

training and development courses and 
what we are allowed to take and have my 
staff go on. No one comes to me to say 

that this person needs to go on this 
course, there seems to be no direction 

here so I guess it’s up to me however I’m 
not sure what’s available."

22-PL.1 
“When I was having problems finding staff 
for my team I asked HR about the 9 Box 
Grid and if they could send me people 

that have been here for a couple of years 
that sit highly in the grid and are 

passionate.

In my past organisation, if you sat high in 
the grid, you would be proactively targeted 
and suggested to go and work in different 

areas of the business that would foster 
your career growth. As there’s no 

proactive targeting of individuals here, I 
worry that we may be letting go of 

employees that are extremely talented, 
instead of approaching them and finding 
other opportunities for them elsewhere.”
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20-PL.1 
"As a people leader, I’d like further info 
on role types, the differences between 
TSAs and EWs.  It was really hard to 

find this information so I ended up just 
calling People Central on how to get 

EWs onboarded."

105-PL.5
“I don’t use it much, other than if I have 
issues with searching for a policy. If I do 

have a query it’s really good, they all 
seem to do a good job at People 

Central. I’ve only ever raised four tickets 
and of them I’ve used the general 

enquiry because I couldn’t find what I 
was after.”

139-PL
“I need more support as a leader when 

dealing with people issues such as 
abusive language in the work place.

I feel isolated when speaking to HR on 
these matters. It would be great to know

more about the individual and how to deal 
with that type of persona. It just 

feels like I'm left to work it out myself.”

140-PL
“I’d like training for HR, I don't really know 

the avenues on who to go to
or the different channels or info that is 

available to me.”

145-PL
“I don't get enough time with the HRBP, 

they must be under resourced. As a leader 
I’d appreciate more regular 

catch ups.”

49-PL.3 
“Offboarding is heavily reliant on the 

manager. There are a number of admin 
activities that need to be completed for 

offboarding staff. 

Quite often these activities haven’t been 
completed by the manager and in turn add 
a lot of unnecessary work load for Security. 

They range from incorrect employee end 
dates which disable their system and 
building access and the returning of 

devices. There needs to be some sort of 
process, reminder, check ins for managers 
on what to follow up during offboarding.”
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Further Investigation
Required TBC

Saturation of feedback, possible NBN focus point.
Opportunity to improve employee experience.

“This Employee Experience Map was developed as part of an in-depth experience design research with nbn employees in 
late 2018 by Damian Da Silva in HRIS, People & Culture. For more information, please contact Damian Da Silva or 
Rosalba Guy, Manager of HRIS. For information about Experience Maps, contact Ulla Yip, Experience Design Practice.”







Manager Experience Research



UX Content: Workday GEL, JTBD
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Our employees complain that too many notifications from Workday were sent and they are long 
and hard to read.


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

Paired with another researcher, we run A/B test with samples containing business banner and with 
just the nbn/Workday banner. We also tested with and without applying Workday GEL. The aimed 
was to construct People Central notifications that are easy for employees to read and understand.


Consistency of branding used and subject lines remains important for easy recognition. I created 
some templates to guide the stakholders and our Workday developers on how the content should 
be written and built focusing on Job-to-be-done.





UX Content: Workday GEL, JTBD
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UX Content: Workday GEL, JTBD



To-Be-Done is a time-boxed sense of urgency that creates a trigger towards fulfilling 
our need or want with a positive change. 

A trigger (which is the problem) is what defined and shaped the JTBD. When there is a 
job needed to be done, we will think of an action to fulfil our needs so that we can 
accomplish our goal to fix that problem. For the JTBD concept importantly, the goal 
should provide such value or positive change when accomplishing the task.  

When applying JTBD 
always think of the added 
value by accomplished the 
goal.  

You can think of: 

What is the trigger to make 
the user action upon it and 
what positive impact that the 
user could have from the 
action? 

If the user needs to action 
on it, how can I help to 
improve the end-users 
experience? 

For example, could the 
action and goals: 
 + instils positive change 
and motivation 

+ get the user to enjoy the 
benefit form the goals 

+ empower the user to be 
productive and efficient 

+ increase desire to 
progress  

+ increase self-
determination. 



People Culture Chatbot
PROBLEM STATEMENT

To align with the business' self-serve initiative, the HR Tech team proposed a chatbot utilising 
MSTeam front-end and Amazon Lex conversation to assist the employees with basics requests.


MY ROLE & OUTCOME

I worked with the front-end developer and solution architect to shape the structure of the 
conversation guide aligned to Amazon Lex. The design work includes the creation of the avatar 
aligned to nbn's branding and the layer of interaction and conversation based on the availability of 
information we stored in Sharepoint. 



Built solution using MSTeams and Amazon Lex

People Culture Chatbot | MSTeams + Amazon Lex



People Culture Chatbot | MSTeams + Amazon Lex



PEOPLE CULTURE BOT BLUEPRINT

Annual Leave Balance Purchased Leave Balance

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Which Leave Balance would you like to see?

Annual Leave Balance

OK. Thank you 

No. All good.

Is there anything else you would like me to do for you? 

Thank you. You can end this chat or take a survey so I can improve.

Have a great day ahead.

Thank you. Your leave request  has been submitted.

You will receive a confirmation and approval notification in your inbox.

Bot Monday 10:10

Bot Monday 10:15

How was your experience with 
Aurora today?

Bot Monday 10:15

Topic 1

Show all topics

Topic 2

Bot Monday 10:01

UTILITY PROMPT - ERROR HANDLING EXAMPLE 1 : Apologetic whilst 
giving user a way out.

UTILITY PROMPT - ERROR HANDLING EXAMPLE 2 : Apologetic whilst 
encouraging the user to proceed with other questions. 

Let me try again. Please select a topic or ask me something different.

Please select “Guide me” or ask me something different.

Sorry, I didn’t quite get that.

Sorry. I’m a bot and I am still learning.

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Annual Leave Balance Purchased Leave Balance

Bot Monday 10:00

Which Leave Balance would you like to see?

Request for Annual Leave

Submit now

OK. Thank you 

Request
 for Purchase Leave Check eligibility View Policy Raise a caseRequest 

for Annual Leave

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Ask	Aurora	about:
a)	Employee	Benefits	

including	discounts	on	car	

hire,	employee	banking,	

novated	leases	and	more.	

b)	Working	Flexibly

Suitable	for:	nbn	Employees

Am	I	eligible?		More	opDons

Depending on the question and 
what “the business” would like to 
show to the end user, and where 
the source is stored; the bot can 
display the intended information:

A) picks the intent (a verb + a 
noun) from the question and 
response directly in one sentence 
or;

B) modifies the intent into entity 
and display responses as a slot.

See examples below:

C) First time user with intent

D) Returning user with intent

Bot greets user.

UI: Adaptive Card with a CTA “More Options”.
Content: Onboarding and introduction to available topics

Source:
The input can be sourced from places like:
Webpages (e.g. SharePoint)
PDF
CSV
MsWords (e.g. Forms)
Workday

UI:
Direct input
Default card (Amazon Lex)
List cards (MS Teams UI)
Courousel (MS Teams UI)

Source:
The input can be sourced from places like:
Webpages (e.g. SharePoint)
PDF
CSV
MsWords (e.g. Forms)
Workday

UI:
Direct input
Default card (Amazon Lex)
List cards (MS Teams UI)
Corousel (MS Teams UI)

A) Intent with direct input: 
show: Leave balance (a verb + a noun)

B) Intent with entitiy - Slots: 
show: 
LeaveType
LeaveBalance 
TimeDate

OR,

Bot displays a slot(s) (shows available data to fullfill / confirm  the intent) Bot to display utility prompt when:

1) To confirm an action before fulfilling the intent of the user before 
executing back-end business logic. (e.g. can also be a validation)

2) To show Error-Handling when user input is not understood.

Bot  fullfills the user’s intent completely (closure) 
when:

1) User satisfies with the slots / information suggested 
by the bot.
2) User intended to end the conversation.

Additional step:
1) Capture user’s experience feedback to improve bot’s 
performance. 

OPTION 2: Default card UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 1 : Confirming TYPE of action

UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 2 : Confirming NEXT action

UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 3 : Confirming user’s intent before processing request.

OPTION 1: Direct input

OPTION 3 : List card - contextual topics | Chaining intent |  Multi-turn

OPTION 3 : “Show Topics” can also be part of the quick drawer menu.

OPTION 2 : List card - Default Amazon LEX card

OPTION1: Highly enggaging adaptive cards on carousel

Tech UI Question: Card or  
Modal pop-up possible??

Data comes 
from WD

Chaining intent / multi-turn: 
Data/information comes from 
being passed from one to 
another intent. 

CSV SalesforceCSVWD WD

UI: Carousel and card list with “More Options” CTA
Content: Heading, sub-heading , short description 
Source: Sharepoint > Main Nav > Level 1 Topic

Bot awakes

Bot opens the menu drawer for quick start.

SHOW TOPICSS GUIDED MENU
opens only when user clicks on “More Option”.

UX values on showing topics on carousel-cards OR List menu:
+ Visually pleasant UI
+ Reduce time by inducing affordances and high visibility on topical-focused
+ Visibillity employment type “Suitable for”
to allert end users’ and to reduce their time if their request are not suitable 
for them based on their employment types. 
+ Opportunity to showcase most relavant CTA.
+ Opportunity to showcase all topics that employees might not be aware of 
( can be a way to drive traffic to Sharepoint)

Bot identifies the intent. 

MSTeams

User initiates a chat 
with the PCBot

A) First time user without 
intent

User types in their questions that invoke their  intent(s) / topic of question. 
Uteerances can be simple and complex. OK. Thank you. User participates on the “rating” opportunity 

to improve bot’s experience

That’s all I need. 

All good. Thank you.

Hi Aurora. What can you do? 

Hi Aurora. Show me around.

That’s not what I wanted to know. 

Can you show me other topics? 

@!#$%$ 

Hi Aurora. Show my leave balance.

Hi Aurora. I want to apply for a day off.

B) Returning user without 
intent
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Hello,	Lily.	I’m	Aurora	-	People	Culture	bot.	

<I’m	your	biggest	fan!>	

Here’s	how	you	can	start:
.	Ask	Aurora	quesDons,

.	Select	from	the	menu	for	a	quick	start,

.	Or	simply	click	“Show	Topics”,	to	show	how	I	can	help	further.

Show	Topics

Ask 
Aurora

User clicks on CTA “More Options”: 
Show carousel for user to select topics (L1)

BUSINESS STANDARDS & POLICIES

TRAVEL & EXPENSES

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

PEOPLE LEADERS

HEALTH SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY ACCESS & SECURITY

SERVICE & SUPPORT

SUPPLIES

TOOLS

BENEFITS

PAY & LEAVE

Here are the topics that I know to assist with your questions.

Annual Leave Balance

Working @ nbn

Purchased Leave Balance

Pro-Tips

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 
32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 
If you don't have enough annual leave to cover your absence, you can 
request unpaid leave as you can't have a negative annual leave balance 
outside of the end of year shutdown.

And your Purchased Leave balance is: 21.0 
hours (2.8 days).  

If you don't have enough annual leave to cover 
your absence, you can request unpaid leave as 
you can't have a negative annual leave balance 
outside of the end of year shutdown.

Bot Monday 10:00

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 
32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 

And your Purchased Leave balance is: 21.0 
hours (2.8 days). 

Bot Monday 10:00

Hi. I’m a bot. I’m here to help you.

Ask me a question or select from the card 
below to see how I can help you.

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

QUICK	ACTION	MENU	-	Topic	specific	based	on	POC’s	use	cases	

What	can	I	do?

Pay	&	Leave

Health	&	Safety	

Service	&	Support

FaciliCes	Access	&	Security

Show	Topics

Apply	Leave,	find	policies	regarding	Pay	and	Leave

Report	incidents	or	find	informaDon	about	HSE

Find	help	from	myIT,	intranet	or	leader	support

Ask	for	building	access	or	report	security	issues

Show	all	topics	covered	by	the	Aurora.

Is there anything else you would like me to do for you? Such as: 

Thank you. Your leave request  has been submitted.

You will receive a confirmation and approval notification in your inbox.

Request for Annual Leave

OK

Start date

End date

Comments

dd/mm/yyy

dd/mm/yyy

Optional

Ok. 

Ok. 

When would you like to apply?

When would you like to apply?Select date

Select date

H1	<Title>H1	<Title>

P	<One	paragrapgh	of	

a	brief	informaDon	

about	how	the	bot	can	

assist	the	user	on	this	

topic	/	secDon	>

H2	<Sub	Title	-	audience>	

Thumbnail	image
(boxed	/	unboaxed	

background)

Thumbnail	image
(boxed	/	unboaxed	

background)

More	opDons	 Top	topic	/	quesDon

KEY USABIL ITY:  SPEED AND FLUENCY   =  AVAILABIL ITY AND ACCURACY OF INFORMATION PRESENTED BY THE BOT 

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Guide me

Request for Annual Leave

Request for Annual Leave Start and End Date

Thank you. If the dates are correct select “Submit now” to confirm.

Your Annual Leave Request
Start Date: 28-09-2020
End Date : 27-10-2020

Submit nowCancel Edit 

Bot Monday 10:10

Thank you. If the dates are correct select “Submit now” to confirm.

Your Annual Leave Request
Start Date: 28-09-2020
End Date : 27-10-2020

Submit nowCancel Edit 

Bot Monday 10:10

P&C support may stil required at some stages -  to respond to inquiries / support from employees when user intended to RAISE A CASE

Source of information could come from SharePoint or CSV file. 
Source of information could come from SharePoint or CSV file.

Integration may also required with Workday or Salesforce. 
Unsure which intengration we can use for evaluation to collect 

ratings data. Salesforce, Workday or MS Teams?

Assistance is required for front-end and back-end technical 
soluation approach -  to achieve the preferred UI appraoch. 

a) Carousel-cards menu: (Option 3-Kendra)

b) List card menu: (Option 1 Lex/Lamba, Option2 Elastic 
Search 3-Kendra)

Content and CTA for carousel-cards menu may be required 
to be created / agreed by:

a ) Content owner 
b) UX to review 

Bot script writer / content owner is required  where possible tin order o create a fluid humane-tone-of-voice conversation.

Technical support is needed for actions that required integration with other platforms. 
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PEOPLE CULTURE BOT BLUEPRINT

Annual Leave Balance Purchased Leave Balance

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Which Leave Balance would you like to see?

Annual Leave Balance

OK. Thank you 

No. All good.

Is there anything else you would like me to do for you? 

Thank you. You can end this chat or take a survey so I can improve.

Have a great day ahead.

Thank you. Your leave request  has been submitted.

You will receive a confirmation and approval notification in your inbox.

Bot Monday 10:10

Bot Monday 10:15

How was your experience with 
Aurora today?

Bot Monday 10:15

Topic 1

Show all topics

Topic 2

Bot Monday 10:01

UTILITY PROMPT - ERROR HANDLING EXAMPLE 1 : Apologetic whilst 
giving user a way out.

UTILITY PROMPT - ERROR HANDLING EXAMPLE 2 : Apologetic whilst 
encouraging the user to proceed with other questions. 

Let me try again. Please select a topic or ask me something different.

Please select “Guide me” or ask me something different.

Sorry, I didn’t quite get that.

Sorry. I’m a bot and I am still learning.

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Annual Leave Balance Purchased Leave Balance

Bot Monday 10:00

Which Leave Balance would you like to see?

Request for Annual Leave

Submit now

OK. Thank you 

Request
 for Purchase Leave Check eligibility View Policy Raise a caseRequest 

for Annual Leave

BENEFITSBENEFITS

Ask	Aurora	about:
a)	Employee	Benefits	

including	discounts	on	car	

hire,	employee	banking,	

novated	leases	and	more.	

b)	Working	Flexibly

Suitable	for:	nbn	Employees

Am	I	eligible?		More	opDons

Depending on the question and 
what “the business” would like to 
show to the end user, and where 
the source is stored; the bot can 
display the intended information:

A) picks the intent (a verb + a 
noun) from the question and 
response directly in one sentence 
or;

B) modifies the intent into entity 
and display responses as a slot.

See examples below:

C) First time user with intent

D) Returning user with intent

Bot greets user.

UI: Adaptive Card with a CTA “More Options”.
Content: Onboarding and introduction to available topics

Source:
The input can be sourced from places like:
Webpages (e.g. SharePoint)
PDF
CSV
MsWords (e.g. Forms)
Workday

UI:
Direct input
Default card (Amazon Lex)
List cards (MS Teams UI)
Courousel (MS Teams UI)

Source:
The input can be sourced from places like:
Webpages (e.g. SharePoint)
PDF
CSV
MsWords (e.g. Forms)
Workday

UI:
Direct input
Default card (Amazon Lex)
List cards (MS Teams UI)
Corousel (MS Teams UI)

A) Intent with direct input: 
show: Leave balance (a verb + a noun)

B) Intent with entitiy - Slots: 
show: 
LeaveType
LeaveBalance 
TimeDate

OR,

Bot displays a slot(s) (shows available data to fullfill / confirm  the intent) Bot to display utility prompt when:

1) To confirm an action before fulfilling the intent of the user before 
executing back-end business logic. (e.g. can also be a validation)

2) To show Error-Handling when user input is not understood.

Bot  fullfills the user’s intent completely (closure) 
when:

1) User satisfies with the slots / information suggested 
by the bot.
2) User intended to end the conversation.

Additional step:
1) Capture user’s experience feedback to improve bot’s 
performance. 

OPTION 2: Default card UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 1 : Confirming TYPE of action

UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 2 : Confirming NEXT action

UTILITY PROMPT EXAMPLE 3 : Confirming user’s intent before processing request.

OPTION 1: Direct input

OPTION 3 : List card - contextual topics | Chaining intent |  Multi-turn

OPTION 3 : “Show Topics” can also be part of the quick drawer menu.

OPTION 2 : List card - Default Amazon LEX card

OPTION1: Highly enggaging adaptive cards on carousel

Tech UI Question: Card or  
Modal pop-up possible??

Data comes 
from WD

Chaining intent / multi-turn: 
Data/information comes from 
being passed from one to 
another intent. 

CSV SalesforceCSVWD WD

UI: Carousel and card list with “More Options” CTA
Content: Heading, sub-heading , short description 
Source: Sharepoint > Main Nav > Level 1 Topic

Bot awakes

Bot opens the menu drawer for quick start.

SHOW TOPICSS GUIDED MENU
opens only when user clicks on “More Option”.

UX values on showing topics on carousel-cards OR List menu:
+ Visually pleasant UI
+ Reduce time by inducing affordances and high visibility on topical-focused
+ Visibillity employment type “Suitable for”
to allert end users’ and to reduce their time if their request are not suitable 
for them based on their employment types. 
+ Opportunity to showcase most relavant CTA.
+ Opportunity to showcase all topics that employees might not be aware of 
( can be a way to drive traffic to Sharepoint)

Bot identifies the intent. 

MSTeams

User initiates a chat 
with the PCBot

A) First time user without 
intent

User types in their questions that invoke their  intent(s) / topic of question. 
Uteerances can be simple and complex. OK. Thank you. User participates on the “rating” opportunity 

to improve bot’s experience

That’s all I need. 

All good. Thank you.

Hi Aurora. What can you do? 

Hi Aurora. Show me around.

That’s not what I wanted to know. 

Can you show me other topics? 

@!#$%$ 

Hi Aurora. Show my leave balance.

Hi Aurora. I want to apply for a day off.

B) Returning user without 
intent
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Hello,	Lily.	I’m	Aurora	-	People	Culture	bot.	

<I’m	your	biggest	fan!>	

Here’s	how	you	can	start:
.	Ask	Aurora	quesDons,

.	Select	from	the	menu	for	a	quick	start,

.	Or	simply	click	“Show	Topics”,	to	show	how	I	can	help	further.

Show	Topics

Ask 
Aurora

User clicks on CTA “More Options”: 
Show carousel for user to select topics (L1)

BUSINESS STANDARDS & POLICIES

TRAVEL & EXPENSES

CAREER DEVELOPMENT

PEOPLE LEADERS

HEALTH SAFETY & ENVIRONMENT

FACILITY ACCESS & SECURITY

SERVICE & SUPPORT

SUPPLIES

TOOLS

BENEFITS

PAY & LEAVE

Here are the topics that I know to assist with your questions.

Annual Leave Balance

Working @ nbn

Purchased Leave Balance

Pro-Tips

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 
32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 
If you don't have enough annual leave to cover your absence, you can 
request unpaid leave as you can't have a negative annual leave balance 
outside of the end of year shutdown.

And your Purchased Leave balance is: 21.0 
hours (2.8 days).  

If you don't have enough annual leave to cover 
your absence, you can request unpaid leave as 
you can't have a negative annual leave balance 
outside of the end of year shutdown.

Bot Monday 10:00

Your Annual Leave Balance is: 
32.5 hours (4.33 days) as of 2020-09-22. 

And your Purchased Leave balance is: 21.0 
hours (2.8 days). 

Bot Monday 10:00

Hi. I’m a bot. I’m here to help you.

Ask me a question or select from the card 
below to see how I can help you.

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

QUICK	ACTION	MENU	-	Topic	specific	based	on	POC’s	use	cases	

What	can	I	do?

Pay	&	Leave

Health	&	Safety	

Service	&	Support

FaciliCes	Access	&	Security

Show	Topics

Apply	Leave,	find	policies	regarding	Pay	and	Leave

Report	incidents	or	find	informaDon	about	HSE

Find	help	from	myIT,	intranet	or	leader	support

Ask	for	building	access	or	report	security	issues

Show	all	topics	covered	by	the	Aurora.

Is there anything else you would like me to do for you? Such as: 

Thank you. Your leave request  has been submitted.

You will receive a confirmation and approval notification in your inbox.

Request for Annual Leave

OK

Start date

End date

Comments

dd/mm/yyy

dd/mm/yyy

Optional

Ok. 

Ok. 

When would you like to apply?

When would you like to apply?Select date

Select date

H1	<Title>H1	<Title>

P	<One	paragrapgh	of	

a	brief	informaDon	

about	how	the	bot	can	

assist	the	user	on	this	

topic	/	secDon	>

H2	<Sub	Title	-	audience>	

Thumbnail	image
(boxed	/	unboaxed	

background)

Thumbnail	image
(boxed	/	unboaxed	

background)

More	opDons	 Top	topic	/	quesDon

KEY USABIL ITY:  SPEED AND FLUENCY   =  AVAILABIL ITY AND ACCURACY OF INFORMATION PRESENTED BY THE BOT 

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Bot Monday 10:00

Guide me

Request for Annual Leave

Request for Annual Leave Start and End Date

Thank you. If the dates are correct select “Submit now” to confirm.

Your Annual Leave Request
Start Date: 28-09-2020
End Date : 27-10-2020

Submit nowCancel Edit 

Bot Monday 10:10

Thank you. If the dates are correct select “Submit now” to confirm.

Your Annual Leave Request
Start Date: 28-09-2020
End Date : 27-10-2020

Submit nowCancel Edit 

Bot Monday 10:10

P&C support may stil required at some stages -  to respond to inquiries / support from employees when user intended to RAISE A CASE

Source of information could come from SharePoint or CSV file. 
Source of information could come from SharePoint or CSV file.

Integration may also required with Workday or Salesforce. 
Unsure which intengration we can use for evaluation to collect 

ratings data. Salesforce, Workday or MS Teams?

Assistance is required for front-end and back-end technical 
soluation approach -  to achieve the preferred UI appraoch. 

a) Carousel-cards menu: (Option 3-Kendra)

b) List card menu: (Option 1 Lex/Lamba, Option2 Elastic 
Search 3-Kendra)

Content and CTA for carousel-cards menu may be required 
to be created / agreed by:

a ) Content owner 
b) UX to review 

Bot script writer / content owner is required  where possible tin order o create a fluid humane-tone-of-voice conversation.

Technical support is needed for actions that required integration with other platforms. 
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Other Workday projects
PROBLEM STATEMENT

As part of self-serve and technology as enablement initiative, the following are the list of 
projects I completed. 




